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A Note to the Analyst

This template is designed to allow a new Frost & Sullivan analyst to create a high quality deliverable that 
meets or exceeds the standards expected by our clients.  At the same time, it is not designed to inhibit 
more experienced analysts in creating additional valuable content.  The minimum requirements for all ME 
studies completed in PowerPoint are contained in this template.   Analysts are encouraged to go beyond 
these required slides and provide additional information if clearly adding value for clients.  In creating new 
slides, remember that literally, one picture is worth one thousand words—choose graphics over text 
whenever possible and use the PPT TimeSaver 2.0 to ensure consistent, high quality look and feel.  
Analysts are not to change the order of or delete slides/sections, unless clearly not relevant to the topic 
under study—such deletions or changes must be justified to both the Strategic Review Committee (SRC) 
and assigned editor.  Text contained should never be less than 14 pitch Arial font except where 
otherwise noted, in footnotes, or chart/graph labels. PPT charts should use the “beveled” style shown 
herein (called “Style 26” in Office).  No text or graphics should extend into the border of a slide.  Red font 
in this template is used ONLY to provide instructions or indicate where variable text should be inserted; 
generally red font should not be used in the text of final deliverables, except for extreme emphasis. Slide 
titles must be less than 300 characters to properly upload onto Frost.com.  Hyperlinks will work in PPT 
when in presentation mode and when put into PDF format.  Finally, suggestions for improvement are 
encouraged; please provide them to:  dan.goldenberg@frost.com and rufus.connell@frost.com.
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Embedded License Management is Small but Growing

B2B Software; 67,0%
B2C Software; 3,0%

Embedded; 30,0%

Note: All figures are rounded. The base year is 2011. Source: Frost & Sullivan analysis.

Revenue Breakdown by Application Type in Percent 
Software License Management Market: Global, 2011

Key Takeaway: Embedded device market is several times larger than the B2B software 
market, but adoption of commercial LM solutions is significantly lower today. Segment is 

growing fast as software plays growing role in embedded products.
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Aspects of License Management in Embedded Products

• SKU management for embedded devices is increasingly software-based. Thus,  LM needs are 
correspondingly becoming more complex. Examples include turning hardware capacity and software 
features on and off at ship time and in deployment, trial and time-bound licenses, and offline activation. 

• Emerging use cases include desktop or cloud software licenses that are derivatives of embedded device 
licenses. Demand is also growing for advanced use cases like floating  licenses and analytics. 

• Two other aspects are particularly critical to embedded applications:

• Intellectual property within software is typically a much more critical component for embedded (relative to 
desktop) because performance tuning matters, hardware is often commodity and therefore risk of 
counterfeiting is high.  This is countered by ensuring the software will not execute unless it is properly 
activated, and in some cases also by ensuring the software will only execute on authorized hardware. 

• Protection against tampering and data theft in embedded devices can also be a very important issue for 
reasons of piracy, regulatory compliance or protection of trade secrets.  Anti-tamper protection is also 
necessary to ensure that monetization functions and business rule enforcement functions cannot be 
disabled or bypassed. 

• License management layers should ideally provide all three functional aspects – flexible monetization, 
reliable prevention of counterfeiting and  robust protection to ensure the integrity of the software layer is 
maintained.

Source: Frost & Sullivan analysis. 
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Key Market Trends in Embedded Software License Management

• License Management needs to keep pace with 
evolving business models and product architectures

• Done right, LM can make operations and deployment 
cost-effective and process-efficient

• Keeping software monetized and keeping IP 
secure is a harder challenge in international 
markets

• Risks include both counterfeiting and tampering

• Memory footprint, run time cost and performance 
impact are increasingly non-negotiable

• At the same time, security is also increasingly non-
negotiable

• This nudges LM towards being a first-class feature 
rather than an afterthought

• Temptation to use home-grown LM is strong given  nature of 
embedded development process.

• Fragmented platforms, multiple business models, cost control 
pressures, need for security and speed of innovation necessitate a 
formalized LM strategy
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Considerations in Choosing an LM System
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Vendor Profile: Wibu-Systems
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• Seamless in development and deployment
• License Central can be quickly personalized, or 
custom-built for ISV infrastructure/CRM system with 
support from Wibu-Systems

• CodeMeter dongles move freely from computer to 
computer or server to server

• Dongle-free deployment is an equivalent option

• Scalable in terms of architecture and platforms
• CodeMeter dongles support number of physical 
connectivity interfaces

• Wide range of embedded and server platform 
support, with extensibility to hybrid (embedded+ 
on-premise or embedded + cloud) models

• Wide range of licensing business model support
• Standardized encryption algorithms 

• Company maintains an equivalent ongoing focus on 
functionality and security

• Internal innovation driving improved hardware and 
software locking and security technology

• External hacker challenges used regularly to test 
and validate company products
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CriticalCritical

License management systems, once deployed, are very hard to replace. 
The process is deeply disruptive and extremely expensive. So choose 

carefully the first time. 

License management systems, once deployed, are very hard to replace. 
The process is deeply disruptive and extremely expensive. So choose 

carefully the first time. 
UrgentUrgent

KeyKey

Start with a clear view of prioritized functional requirements and 
business-appropriate security and cost targets. Then, choose a

license management solution that fits.

Start with a clear view of prioritized functional requirements and 
business-appropriate security and cost targets. Then, choose a

license management solution that fits.
EssentialEssential

BasicBasic

Crafting a License Management Strategy: Key Takeaways

Key takeaways for an embedded software developer, in descending order

Ensure your chosen solution will scale with your business and evolve 
with your product over time, and can also keep pace with expansion 

and evolution of your customers.

Proactively craft a strategy and execute it with cross-team 
involvement including technical and financial management, 

marketing, engineering, testing and operations.

Security and piracy management is as important as entitlement 
management in crafting a comprehensive license management 

solution for your products and your business.

Security and piracy management is as important as entitlement 
management in crafting a comprehensive license management 

solution for your products and your business.


